Lantern Making Kit
Tool

Self Adhesive Panel

Holder

Double Sided Tape

Base

Rings x2

What’s in the box
6x
3x
1x
3x
3x
3x

Metal rings
Clear Self-adhesive panels size 325mm x 145mm
3mtr roll Double sided tape
PVC Base Discs
PVC Battery Tea Light Holders
Tools for finishing

Preparation - You will need
* Covering of choice 350mm x 150 mm
* Sharp Knife
* Clean flat working area
* Scissors
* Battery powered Tea candle (supplied separately)

Lantern Making Instructions

1, Place the self adhesive
panel over your covering
and cut down to a
workable size.

2, Lay your covering face
down and place the
panel on top, mark for
positioning (optional)

3, Peel back a little of the
release paper on the
self adhesive panel.

4, Place the panel over
your covering “Adhesive
Side Down” and align to
your marks.

5, Remove the rest of the
release paper, smooth
out from the middle as
you pull.

6, Turn panel over and
press your covering into
the adhesive firmly.

7, Cut off the surplus
covering by running a
sharp knife along the
edges of the panel.

8, Snap back the creased
edges around the panel
until the PVC breaks.

9, Carefully remove the
PVC strips try to avoid
fraying to leave the
covering exposed.

10, Panel is
now ready for
attaching the
rings.

11, Put a strip of tape
on an edge of the
panel this will be used
to stick the seam.

12, Stick self adhesive
tape to the outside
of the rings and cover
the edges all the way
round .

13, Press the tape into the ring and
then remove the release paper, you
now have sticky rings!

14, Remove the release paper
on the seam edge, the rings will
roll in from the opposite edge.

15, Put the sticky rings
on the edge of the PVC
panel (not the covering).

17, When you get to the
overlap the adhesive tape
will join the panel together
(the seam).

18, Press the seam firmly
together on the inside using a
flat hard surface to rest on.

20, Use the tool to push
the surplus covering
behind the rings

21, Put the tool in the gap between
the ring and the panel and run
round to get a clean finish.

23, Place the battery Tea
Light Holder disc on top.

24, Insert your Battery
Tea Candle in the lantern
and your finished.

Only for use with Battery Flameless Tea Candles

16, Start rolling the
rings along the PVC
edge, keep straight!

19, Fold over the surplus
covering all the way round
so it covers the rings.

22, Place base disc inside
lantern, it rests on the lip of
the bottom ring.

